HELPING THE CAVS
BOUNCE BALLS
– NOT FANS
HOW ONE CREATED INTIMATE FAN EXPERIENCES
AND BOOSTED TEAM REVENUE
Like all top-flight sports teams, the Cleveland Cavaliers possessed legions of loyal fans. So, as they
approached their fiftieth birthday, they were keen to provide a more individualized experience to
the loyalists – especially the ‘super-fans’ – who stuck by them through thick
and thin.
Thunderhead was challenged to identify these superfans, helping the team understand how they
travelled across their many touchpoints. By empowering every one of them to control their own
journeys, the Cavs could then deliver a better fan experience – and positive commercial impact.

RAISING THE GAME
To create intimacy at scale, we first needed to connect and comprehend the fan ecosystem. Having connected
millions of fan journeys and touchpoints, ONE was primed to deliver on a specific set of business objectives:

Enhancing
fan profiles

Identifying superfans
– and superfans
of the future

Tapping into
player affinity

Increasing efficiencies
and sales conversion

Driving Sponsor
Engagement

Tailoring the Game
Day Experience

HOW WE RAISED THE GAME
Enhancing fan profiles
A unique and adaptive fan profile is
pivotal for improved relationships and
fan engagement. So one of our first
activities would be to seek opportunities
to encourage profile completion.

Identifying superfans
– and superfans of the future
Using AI, ONE could quickly recognize
common engagement patterns of Cavs
superfans. These would be mobilized
for identifying lookalikes, and our
engagement and reward strategies.

Tapping into player affinity
Partly due to the advent of fantasy leagues, many fans exhibit more loyalty to individual players than
their own teams. The NBA was no exception, so tracking Cavs fans’ player affinities was increasingly
essential in maintaining relevance.
Armed with this insight, ONE orchestrated relevant conversations around ‘favorite players’. This
happened in the moment, based on fans’ evolving intent: from serving personalized player merch
to prioritizing associated player news across all channels.
Increasing efficiencies and sales conversion
At the time, every season ticket purchase or upsell was supplied offline through trained sales reps.
This was costly and inefficient. In the new world, ONE supplied AI-powered, dynamic audiences
(customers with expressed interest) to the sales team – and naturally, immediacy was essential.
Having encouraged fans to successfully self-serve online or via an App, Thunderhead’s ONE could
direct ‘best prospects’ to call agents for conversion.
ONE would enrich these agent conversations with in-the-moment context, using behavioral and
CRM insight pulled from MS Dynamics. Instant identification of ticket interest or abandonment
would then facilitate reminders, special incentives and offers honed to individual fans. This
combination of providing journey behavior and profile interests was a critical aspect of reducing
bottom-line costs, while increasing premium ticket and suite sales.
Driving Sponsor Engagement
Corporate sponsors and partners are
a significant revenue source for sports
teams. For the Cavs, ONE’s journey
orchestration would power cross-channel
conversations, based on all available
context, to maximize fan engagement
around sponsors’ activities. Critically,
we then needed to demonstrate tangible
ROI back to sponsors in order to secure
future spend.

Tailoring the Game Day Experience
With increased mobile app adoption
and with a full journey view, ONE
could engage fans with unprecedented
relevance on game day. From travel
guidance to merch incentives, timely
push notifications would enhance their
experience: from home to arena.

ONE is quite literally
a game-changer for
fan engagement.
Mike Conley, CIO, Cleveland Cavaliers

ALLY-OOP!
ONE has successfully connected every fan journey, across all channels, touchpoints and critically, time. Not
only has this revealed commercially powerful insights, but the platform continues to evolve fan profiles and
orchestrate long-term, engaging journeys based on true fan intent.

We smashed all expectations:

Rapid Deployment
ONE connected three priority channels
and 22 touchpoints in just 15 weeks

6%

Increase in ticket sales

directly attributable to optimizing
abandoned cart reminders and offers

50+ %
increase in sponsor product sales

300%

Increase in merch sales

An incredible 300% increase in merch sales
from player affinity customization

CTR of holiday comms up 110% as a result of individualized
and timed offers; this accounted for more than 11% of
associated income

We’re not stopping there, Cavs are expanding out the use of the ONE platform
to cover their many sub-brands, including the Cleveland Monsters hockey team.

We’d love to tell you more about how ONE is helping our
sports clients, so do get in touch: conversations@thunderhead.com
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